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AURORA PRINT · 116
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SIZE: 4

SUPER FINO/SUPER 
FINE/ MUY FINO

AURORA | AURORA PRINT

70% MOHAIR KID, 30% SILK

0,88 oz)
METROS

METRES

YARDS

25g 210
229

https://rosarios4.com/?s=aurora&post_type=product
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30 cm
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YARN

2 balls of AURORA from Rosários 4, color 65 - color A.

6 balls of AURORA PRINT from Rosários 4, color 116 - color B.

GAUGE

18 sts and 28 rnds - 10x10 cm in stockinette stitch, with 2 strands 
held together and 4 mm needles, knitted in the round, washed 
and blocked (it’s important to wash and block your swatch in order 
to get the correct gauge).

NEEDLES

4 mm circular needles with 80 cm cable for the body and a 40 cm 
cable (or DPNs; or use the bigger cable and work in magic loop) 
for the collar and beginning of the yoke. If necessary, adjust the 
needle size to match the gauge.

NOTIONS

Tapestry needle, stitch marker, waste yarn.

SIZE

4  

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS

129 cm final bust measurements (refer to the schematic for more 
measurements); measures with approx. 18 cm of positive ease 
included.

This sweater is knitted from the top down, in the round and 
seamlessly. We start by knitting the collar and the entire yoke with 
increases and stripes in daisy stitch pattern. In the armholes, the 
sleeve stitches are left on hold whilst the body is knitted in the 
round. At the end, we return to the sleeve stitches and knit in the 
round, from the top down to the cuff.

NOTE: The entire piece is knitted using 2 threads of the same color held 
together.
Tip for the yoke stripes: It is unnecessary to cut the yarns between color 
changes, you can use the two colors simultaneously. Work one round 
with one color, pass the color on standby over the color you are working 
with, and work a second round with the same color. Be sure to leave the 
standby strands loose so that the fabric doesn’t pull.
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YOKE 

With color A long tail cast on 96 sts. Join to work in the round, being careful not to twist the stitches and place BOR.  
Work the collar in daisy stitch pattern:

Daisy: k3tog and without removing the st from the left-hand needle, yarn over and k3tog again in the same st; remove 
from left-hand needle.

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Rnd 3: k to 1 st before BOR; slip 1 st to the right-hand needle, remove the BOR, return the stitch to the left-hand needle, 
place the BOR.

Rnd 4: (daisy, k1) rep to end.

Rnd 5: k to BOR, remove BOR, k1, place the BOR.

Rnd 6: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Repeat rnds 3 and 4, 1 more time. 

Join color B and knit this increase rnd: (k12, M1L) x 8. [104 sts] 

Shape neckline with short-rows: 

Row 1 (RS): k26, turn.

Row 2 (WS): DS, p to BOR, slm, p26, turn.

Row 3: DS, k to BOR, slm, k to 3 sts after the DS, turn.

Row 4: DS, p to BOR, slm, p to 3 sts after the DS, turn.

Row 5: DS, k to BOR.

Resume working in the round:

Rnd 6: k to end (making sure to knit the DS’s as appropriate).

Knit 4 rnds. 

1st Increase rnd: (k2, M1L) rep to end. [156 sts] 

Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Return to color B and knit 6 rnds. Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Return to color B and knit 5 rnds. 

2nd Increase rnd: (k3, M1L) rep to end. [208 sts] 

Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Return to color B and knit 6 rnds. Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Return to color B and knit 5 rnds. 

3rd Increase rnd: (k4, M1L) rep to end. [260 sts] 

Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Return to color B and knit 6 rnds. Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Return to color B and knit 5 rnds. 
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4th Increase rnd: (k5, M1L) rep to end. [312 sts] 

Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Return to color B and knit 6 rnds. Return to color A and work in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end. 

Cut color A, continue with color B and knit 1 rnd. Work in short-rows: 

Row 1 (RS): k107, turn.

Row 2 (WS): DS, p to BOR, slm, p107, turn.

Row 3: DS, k to BOR, slm, k to 3 sts before DS, turn.

Row 4: DS, p to BOR, slm, p to 3 sts before DS, turn.

Repeat rows 3 and 4, 2 more times.

Row 9: DS, k to BOR.

Resume working in the round:

Rnd 10: k to end (making sure to knit the DS’s as appropriate).

Work in stockinette stitch, knitting all rnds, until yoke measures approx. 24 cm height in the front. Here you can adjust 
the yoke height by knitting more or less full rounds in stockinette. I recommend putting the stitches in a long cable and 
trying it on before separating the body and sleeves.  

SEPARATE THE SLEEVES: k51, slip next 54 sts to waste yarn and leave on hold for the sleeve, backwards loop cast on 
14 sts, k102, slip next 54 sts to waste yarn and leave on hold for the sleeve, backwards loop cast on 14 sts, k51. [232 
sts on the body]

BODY 

Work the body in stockinette stitch, knitting every and, until the body measures approx. 28 cm from the armhole (or 3 
cm less than the desired length). Cut color B and join color A. Work the hem in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Rnd 3: k to 1 st before BOR; slip 1 st to the right-hand needle, remove the BOR, return the stitch to the left-hand needle, 
place the BOR.

Rnd 4: (daisy, k1) rep to end.

Rnd 5: k to BOR, remove BOR, k1, place the BOR.

Rnd 6: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Repeat rnds 3 and 4, 1 more time. Bind off all sts knitwise.

SLEEVES

With RS facing and starting at the middle of the armhole, pick up and knit 7 sts over each one of the cast-on sts; place 
the 54 sts on hold for the sleeve on the left-hand needle and knit; pick up and knit 7 sts over each one of the remaining 
cast-on sts. There are 68 sts on the needle. Join to work in the round, place BOR and knit until the sleeve measures 27 
cm from the armhole (or 3 cm less than desired lenght). Cut color B and join color A. Work the hem in daisy stitch pattern:

Rnd 1: k to end.

Rnd 2: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Rnd 3: k to 1 st before BOR; slip 1 st to the right-hand needle, remove the BOR, return the stitch to the left-hand needle, 
place the BOR.

Rnd 4: (daisy, k1) rep to end.

Rnd 5: k to BOR, remove BOR, k1, place the BOR.

Rnd 6: (k1, daisy) rep to end.

Repeat rnds 3 and 4, 1 more time. Bind off all sts knitwise.
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FINISHING

Weave in all ends with a tapestry needle. Wash carefully with mild soap. Block garment to final measurements.

ABBREVIATIONS

K
P

cm
rep

approx.
RS

WS
st/sts

rnd/rnds
pm
slm

BOR
K3tog

yo
M1L

Daisy

Stockinette stitch

German short-rows
DS

On right side rows

On wrong side rows

knit

purl

centimeters

repeat

approximately

right side

wrong side

stitch/stitches

round/rounds

place marker

slip marker

beginning of round marker

knit 3 stitches together

yarn over

make one left (insert the left-hand needle, from front to back, 
under the strand of yarn that runs between the stitch just 
worked and the next stitch on the left-hand needle. Knit this st 
through the back loop)

k3tog and without removing the st from the left-hand needle, 
yarn over and k3tog again in the same st; remove from left-
hand needle.

knit all right-side rows and purl all wrong-side rows (in the 
round: knit all rounds)

double stitch

knit to the turning point; turn and slip the first stitch purl-wise 
with yarn in front, bring yarn over the needle to the back of 
work and pull tight - this creates the double stitch (DS). Bring 
yarn between needles to the front of the work to begin purling.

Purl to the turning point; turn and bring yarn to the front 
between needles, slip the first stitch purlwise; bring yarn over 
the needle to the back of work and pull tight - this creates the 
double stitch (DS); begin knitting.

On following rows/rounds work DS’s as single stitches, knitting 
or purling both legs of the DS together.
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SUPPORT VIDEOS

German short rows

PATTERN SUPPORT

If you need help with this pattern, please email me at: 
filipa@filipacarneiro.com

I would love to see the progress of your work and the final garment, please share 
your photos on social media using:
#LUZSWEATER #FILIPACARNEIRO #ROSARIOS4AURORA #ROSARIOS4AURORAPRINT

YARN

Where can I find this yarn? Send an email to:
geral@rosarios4.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6ShbrrK3Mc
mailto:filipa%40filipacarneiro.com%0D?subject=
mailto:geral%40rosarios4.com?subject=


Rua das Grutas, 13
Apartado 123  

2485-059 Mira de Aire
PORTUGAL

Tel. +351 244 447 300
info@rosarios4.com

www.rosarios4.com


